
The perfect complement to our tablet-made hypochlorous solution is a case of our 

new Chlorfexis DriWipes™.

These are melt-blown polyester, so they’re very sturdy and are perfect for use with our disinfectant or any other 

household or industrial cleaner.

These are professional-grade wipes and are available in bulk cases 

of (6) rolls with sturdy, resealable bags (shown below; labeling may 

vary).  The wipes are perforated and available in a variety of sizes, of 

course subject to availability in the new pandemic world.  The wipes 

we have in inventory currently are 12”x12” and are folded in half to 

12”x6” as they’re being rolled.  There are 90 wipes per roll.  Too big?  

Cut them in half.

These wipes are blended to offer just the right combination of strength and texture, so they’re perfect for all types 

of hard-surface cleaning and disinfecting.  We use them with our disinfectant solution to wipe down our groceries 

after shopping, but Chlorfexis DriWipes™ are also strong enough to do some pretty 

serious scrubbing in your home, office, medical clinic, veterinary facility or vehicle.  

I’ve even used them to clean up cat vomit on light-colored carpeting, and was 

impressed with the wipes’ strength and effectiveness.  Sorry...TMI.

INSTRUCTIONS:  If you’re a volume solution user and will be going through an entire 

roll of Chlorfexis DriWipes™ in one session (or at least within a day or two after wetting 

them), you can pour half a gallon or a little more of our disinfectant over the roll of wipes 

in the bag and make them into easy-to-dispense wet wipes.  If you’re not going to be using the whole package in 

a short amount of time, you’re better off removing the roll, pulling off whatever quantity of wipes you’ll need and 

wetting them in the reclosable bag.  Alternatively, you can also spray solution onto each wipe as you use it or spray 

the surface and then use a Chlorfexis DriWipe™ to scrub or wipe.  If you’re not using the wipes all at once after 

wetting them, you must keep the bag tightly sealed and store it out of the light.  Feel free to re-wet the wipes with 

fresh solution before using them next time to help ensure full efficacy of the disinfectant.

We are very proud of the powerhouse combo of our tablet-made disinfectant solution and 

Chlorfexis DriWipes™, and are happy to be able to offer them to you at this critical time.  

Questions?  E-mail support@chlorfexis.com.  To order, visit the webpage.  Our disinfectant 

solution and wipes can really help you clean and disinfect with maximum effectiveness.  

Stay Clean & Stay Healthy!™
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